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The statistical analysis of the most frequent lemmas in the Panteleymon Gospels of the 12th–13th centuries (RNL, Sof. 1)

Keywords: Historical corpus, Slavic manuscript, Panteleymon Gospels, vocabulary, statistical analysis

The subject of this investigation is the Panteleymon Gospels, which most likely derive from the turn of the 12th and 13th centuries. The name comes from a mention of St. Panteleymon on fol. 224r. In content and composition, the manuscript represents a complete aprakos, including Gospel readings for Saturdays, Sundays and weekdays. The manuscript belongs to the Manuscript Department of the Russian National Library (RNL), Sofia collection (Sof.), no. 1. It contains 224 folios and has never been published in print. Today, because of its deplorable condition, it is no longer accessible, either to the scientific community or to any wider circle of readers.

The portal “Manuscript: Slavonic textual heritage” presents an electronic edition of this manuscript on the internet (http://www.manuscripts.ru/mns/portal.main?p1=21&p_lid=1) providing archeographic, textological, linguistic, and bibliographic information about the manuscript; data concerning its structure and composition; the full text of the manuscript (in machine-readable transcription with linguistic and analytical tagging); a diplomatic (converted) text; direct, reverse, quantitative, and comparative indexes of words and word forms; and concordances. This information is part of the parallel Gospels-corpus.

This paper will present results of an analysis of the 20 most frequent words (lemmas), with the aim of finding statistically significant lexical (key) units with the help of the statistical measures TF*ICTF and Log-Likelihood. The evaluation was carried out involving corpus collections of different genres with a total of more than 750,000 word forms. Collocations, the lexical environment of the keywords, was analyzed with the aid of the n-gram module in order to identify two- and multicomponent set expressions.
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